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What is the Development 
Permit System?
• Optional land use planning tool available for municipalities
• Streamlining: Combines zoning, minor variance and site plan 

into one approval process
• Flexibility: allows for discretionary uses, subject to identified 

criteria; allows for variations from development standards, within 
specified limits

• Conditions of Approval: Municipalities have the ability to 
impose a range of conditions on the issuance of a development 
permit















Example: Lake of Bays 
Development Permit By-law
• Contains permitted uses and 

regulations like a zoning by-law

• Allows for discretionary uses, 
which are permitted subject to 
criteria
e.g. in the “Waterfront Open 
Space Development Permit 
Area”, the permitted uses 
shown in the top box to the 
right are permitted as-of-right, 
and the discretionary uses 
shown in the bottom box are 
permitted subject to criteria set 
out in Schedule D





Example: Lake of Bays 
Development Permit By-law
Variations from Standards: 
• Allows for variations from certain standards, provided identified criteria are 

met to the satisfaction of either staff or Council
e.g. in the “Waterfront Open Space Development Permit Area”, the 
following variations are permitted to the minimum lot area standard, subject 
to criteria in Schedule C  







Example: 
Brampton 
Development 
Permit By-law
Development Standard: e.g. 
Schedule 5 Building Heights 





Example: Brampton 
Development Permit By-law
Additional Standards: 
• Contains built form 

design standards, 
sustainable 
development criteria, 
and access 
management 
standards, not subject 
to variances

• E.g. Excerpt of built 
form design guidelines 
set out in the 
Brampton DPS by-law







Presented by Stefan Szczerbak, MCIP, RPP
Manager of Planning Services
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Nine Years of  Development Permit Implementation
Development Permit System Panel 

The Lake of  Bays Experience



Lake of Bays – Unique Characteristics

• Applies to the waterfront properties only. ZBL 
applies to other designations.

• Different requirements for commercial resorts
• Bump‐ups
• Focus on shorelines ‐ regulate site alteration 

or vegetation removal 
• Planning approvals can be based on shoreline 

restoration
• Restoration is described within the By‐law



Lake of Bays ‐ Unique Process

• District of Muskoka was hired to draft CZB – Decided to switch 
to DPS

• 4‐5 year process beginning in 2000
• Loads of Community/Committee and Council meetings
• Approved in December, 2004, appealed and came into force 

and effect on January, 2006
• Around $50,000 to $75,000 (1999 dollars) – District had 

special planning agreement with LOB



Report Card ‐ Average Timeline 
Comparisons

Council Approvals – (similar to traditional site specific amendments to ZBL)

Former zoning 
(Prior to 2006)

Former site plan
(prior to 2006)

2006 2007 2008 2009 2012

15.5 3

18.5 weeks 12 
weeks

14 
weeks 

16 
weeks

15 
weeks

5.5 
weeks



Report Card ‐ Average Timeline 
Comparisons

Staff Approvals – (similar to minor variances process)

Former minor 
variance 

(Prior to 2006)

Former site plan
(prior to 2006)

2006 2007 2008 2009 2012

8 3

11 weeks 7.5 
weeks

8 
weeks

7.7 
weeks

6 
weeks

2.5 
weeks 



Stefan Szczerbak, MCIP, RPP
Planning Department 

Township of Lake of Bays 
1012 Dwight Beach Road 
Dwight, ON P0A 1H0 

Tel: (705)635‐2272 ext. 226
Email: SSzczerbak@LakeOfBays.on.ca

http://www.lakeofbays.on.ca/content/development‐permit‐law
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The DPS from a community
perspective
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The main stated advantages of the DPS are as follows:

1. Replaces site-by-site planning with “vision-based 
neighbourhood scale” planning.

In practice (though not law), extensive front-end consultation 
with community precedes formulation of DPS by-law.

2. Encourages a transparent and consistent planning process.

Potential to prevent settlements and OMB decisions greatly 
exceeding existing standards, community expectations. 

3. Provides a streamlined development approval process and 
allows flexible development standards.

3 advantages of DPS
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Though not part of Ontario DPS regulation 608/06, the draft Official 
Plan Policies for Implementing the DPS in Toronto contain 
requirements intended to make it difficult for applicants to amend a 
DPS by-law on a site-specific basis.

4. An application to amend a DPS by-law must be considered in the 
context of all lands within the area subject to the by-law.

Assuming this goes through, it would represent a real advantage 
from the community perspective.

A possible 4th advantage?
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Risk of “upzoning” significantly departing from what members of 
the community envisage.

 From “vision” to proposed by-law: No guarantee that proposed 
DPS by-law output by Planning will encode community “vision”. 
In Vancouver, a planning process involving front-end consult 
followed by rezoning has resulted in huge citizen unrest.

 From proposed by-law to OMB-approved by-law: Developers 
with deep pockets and investments may appeal the proposed 
by-law. Importantly, the OMB can change the content of the 
by-law. Once the OMB rules, the new standards will replace 
existing zoning for the area, with no right of 3rd party appeal.

Concern #1: upzoning
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An adopted DPS by-law removes 3rd party rights to consultation 
and appeal; retains appeal rights for applicants. 

A DPS by-law turns non-as-of-right asks (minor variance, zoning 
amendment, S37-style tradeoffs) into as-of-right asks (subject to 
criteria and conditions). 3rd party public rights are removed on 
grounds that all DPS-based applications are “as-of-right”.

The removal of public rights of consultation and appeal may 
incline decisions in favor of applicants.

Moreover, residents and other 3rd parties may want to be 
consulted about or to appeal decisions on applications.

Concern #2: 3rd party rights
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2 cases where community members might want to appeal a DPS 
decision:

Case I: Application for a 9 storey condo. Planning approves the 9 
storey proposal. The community has good reason to think the 
criteria should only allow 8 storeys (perhaps the applicant’s 
shadow study is flawed, as we know can happen), but can’t 
appeal to the OMB to make their case.

Case II: Application for an 11 storey condo. Planning approves the 
11 storey proposal in trade for a community benefit. The 
community doesn’t think the benefit is worth it, but can’t appeal 
to the OMB to make their case. 

2 case studies
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A DPS allows delegation of final approval authority away from 
public representatives to planning staff or others. 

A concern for communities is that such delegation takes out of 
picture both Councillors and residents—advocates for those who 
actually live in the area.

Complex applications may be directed to Council, as in Lake-of-
Bays; but given 45-day timeline, these applications may be 
appealed to OMB on grounds of neglect, again by-passing local 
input.

Even given extensive front-end consultation, the community may 
want to be involved in helping plan their neighbourhood on an 
on-going basis.

Concern #3: delegation
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DPS studies are highly resource-intensive, on order of a Heritage 
Conservation District Study—which for a neighbourhood-scale 
area may cost roughly $1 million. Two potential problems: 

a.Given risk factors/removal of rights, not every community will 
want the DPS.  Will planning staff and resources be diverted from 
existing or needed non-DPS Area Studies, to DPS studies?

b.In the case of mid-rise intensification on TO Avenues, lack of 
resources for Avenue Studies led to a “general guidelines” 
approach, via the Avenues and Mid-rise Building Study. 
Will community visions input into custom-fit DPS by-laws similarly 
give way to general DPS guidelines for different kinds of areas? 

Concern #4: resources
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Jessica Wilson
Vice Chair, CORRA

President, Ossington Community Association
jessica.m.wilson@utoronto.ca

416-531-2365

For general CORRA inquiries: 
corratoronto@gmail.com
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